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This report presents· the results of an extensive theoretical 
analysis of hybrid steel butt joints fastened with either 1\.325 or A490 
bolts. The primary purpose of the theoretical studies .. was to ascertain 
-
the effect of various variables on the ultimate joint strength. The 
/" 
major variables studied were joint length and the ratio of net plate 
-· 
a~ea, A n' to the total fastener shear area, A • ·Th~
 load distribution 
among the 
.. s ~ 
I 
. 
"fasteners • h:ybrid joint also investigated . in a was 
- ·~ 
The analyticai studi~s'indicated that the average shear 
/' 
// 
,. 
strength of hybrid jo:rnts was equal to or g1reater than the average shear 
,I'" 
strength of homogeneo~s joints.· Hybrid joints behaved similarly- ·to 
homogeneous joints in that as the joint length was i~cr.e.ased-; t~·e average 
shear strength decreased. Also·, as t,he A / A ratio .deci:'·-eased in hybrid 
n s 
J.oint' it was accompani·ed by' .a· decrease in. the .. ,, a,r:er'age sh·eat· .str~ngth as 
:pr:ev.iously experienced with homogeneous joli:tt-s.· 
.It was demonstrated that ,,increasing ~e allowable stresses from 
. .. 
22 ksi to 30 ksi for the A325 bolt, and from 32 ksi to 40 ksi for the 
A490 bolt had little ·affect -on the I11inimlllll factor .. o.f s ..afety in b.~aring_: -· 
type connectiops. 
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1.1 Purpose of the Inve..s.tigation 
v 
,, 
( 
Up to the present; experimental-and theoretical investigations 
of riveted and bolted structural connections were concerned with only 
one type of mateiial being connected. As a structure becomes larger, for 
example, a multi-story building or a large bridge, the magnitude of the 
·-\ forces e~countered may nec~ssitate utilizing higher strength steels. 
~ I The structural connection of fmportance will be the location where steels 
of different strength are fastened together. A connection· in which two 
OJ'." more different kinds of steel are f a-stened together shall be termed 
a Qybrid connection. The primary concern in any connection is what 
effect such variations have on the ultimate stredgth of the joint. 
Previous theoretical and ex·perimental analysis of homogeneous 
-jo.int·s·, in which only one type of ,material is connected, have shown 
that two major parameters affect the ult~ate strength of a join~.:l,l) 
' 
. 
~ These parameters are the variation in the relative proportions of the 111ftet 
' .. 
,.. 
plate area and the total bolt shear area, and variation of the joint 
length (number of bolts in line). It is the.purpose of ·this study to 
assess the theoretical behavior of b.olt~d hybrid steel joints·. Major 
attention will be given to the ultimate strength of the joint. Since 
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previous studies of homogen~.9us joints indicated that joint length and 
changes in joint geometry were the major variables that affected the 
joint strength, these same variables were evaluated. 
~ 
1.2 Lite~ature Review 
-3 
The theo-retical solution upon which· the present analyti~al -- -
. investigation mechanically fastened joints is based was developed by 
Rumpf and Fisher.Cl) A detailed review. of previous _theoretic\3- studies 
was given in Reference 1 along with _the theoretical development. The 
. 
solution of the equilibrium and co~patibility equations was accomplished 
with the aid of a·digital computer. Analytical expression were 
,..,, 
developed for t~e stress-strain relationship of plates wgh holes and 
fo-r the shear deformation relation-ship of the high streng_~l-Volts. 
These, were used 'to facilitate the analytical solution. -It was noted 
that the solu.tion was applicable to hybrid joints. However, insofar 
as known·, no other solution ha~ be.en developed nor had the th~ory been 
applied to studies of hybrid conrtections. 
~ An extensive review of experimental studies on large bolted 
.:·· 
Joints has been given in References 1 and1 2. -_ All of these experiments 
were conduct.ed on homogeneous joi.nts. · Th·e st~.els considered were A7 
.. 
~---· .. 
~nd A440, and the mechanical fasteners were A3·25 and A490 bolts. Several 
. 
, small joints fastened .with A325 bolts were tested to evaluate the sl~p 
resistance wh~n different steels wer~ combined'. ( 3) These studies did not 
-provide any 'infqrmation regarding the· ultimate strength of hybrid joirits. 
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- 1. 3 Calibration Program 
" 
. It was nece,.~sary t-o have artalytical relationships for the load-
$-
·-1 
.,. . :.,. 
j 
..... ':"; 
- . -. ..., 
--displacement· characteristics of t:be two components of a- Joint before 
the computerized solution could be accomplished. The two components 
l 
required are __ the tensign behavior of- a steel plate with holes and the 
load-deformation characteristics of a single bolt in double-shear. A 
mathematical model has been developed to predict the behavior of a 
plate with holes for A36 arid M40 steels. (4) The model is as follows: 
Equat.:ton (1): ·.i-s ... -a fu~~tion -of: 
1. <:1y, "the yield Polnt 
a, the tensil-¢ strength 
u 
. I 
3·. · g/ (&. - d) , the ·plate-halt ge·ametry 
4. e/p, tot·al deformation in pitch/pitch le·n·gt.h·· = strain 
... 
(1)· 
This model was slightly modified in order to. predict the 
behavior of AS..14 steel.. (S) The modified relations~ip between stress-
and strain for AS.1.4 ·steel was: 
/ 
· J l/3· 
- (er .. - (J. ). .elp __ i_: .. 
- ~- ·- ·tf ·. . y· .. 
.,,; 
·(2): 
Equations (1) and (2) are applicable to the inelastic region: 
·• 1. e., Table 1 suunnarizes the material properties assumed 
.. 
in this study. 
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The mathematical model developed for the behavior of a·single 
bolt in ·a double shear<4) is described as: 
- . 
where: Rult = ultimate shear strength 
R = shear load of fastener 
µ~! = regression coefficients 
(-3) 
... 
l~ = total- deformation of bolt and bearing deformation of the 
connected materials 
. ,, 
The parameters µ, and A. ~er·e evaluated by regressio.~ analysis · 
• :and t'he boutWar-y conditions. 
,. 
-·- · Since the l:C>:~d-deformation characteristics of the high~strength 
. ' 
., 
bQ'lts were required for the various hybrid joint/ combinations, it was 
.. 
·necessary to perform calibration test.s to evaluate the empirical 
parameters for each combination of m~te.rials. H_ybrid shear jigs of A36 
and A440 steels; A440 and A514 steels·;_ and shear jigs of A36 !·and A514 
steels-·w_e_r_e -u_sed to evaluate the beh-avior of A325. bolts. In addition, 
.. 
hybrid jigs of A440 and A514 steel.s,,were used to evalu~te the behavior 
, 
of A490 bolts. The ultimate load and deformati-on, and the regression 
c~efficients are summari~ed in Table 2 for the various combinations 
-investigated. Table 2 also includes results of previous tests c:Oti.d;ucted 
-------------
with homogeneous c~binatio~s. (G) 
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2. T H E O R E T I C AL· I N V E S T I G AT I O N 
.:~ 
4 
I 
·2.1 ,Scope of Study 
~- .. ·-·· __ ...., __ 
. . 
., 
..•. 
. ·-
) The analysi~ in this report will concern itself with the 
ultimate strength.of hybrid bolted connections loaded in tension with 
the load carried by the bolts in shear and bearing. The two major 
variables which will be examined in detail are joint length {the number 
·· of bolts in line) and the A / A ratio (the rat id' of the net area of n s 
steel material to the total bolt shear area). 
~~ ~ 
Minimum strength propoerties were assumed in the analysis for 
..... 
·the steel materials and the high strength bolts. The pitch was 
maintained at 3.5. i_aches, and the gage was kept constant in both m~i:n: 
\ 
and lap plate·s, .with the- thickness varieq to maintain joint. g:eometry. 
The bolt di~me:t:e·r was maintained at 7 /8 i·nch for both the A325. and A490 
b9lts. Prev~:ous studies .haye shown that there· is no apparent influence 
of bolt diarn.e:t:.et on. ultimate. shear ·stre·ngth·. ( 6) 
,, 
·Tli"e: general compatibllity a·nd equilibrium-·-equ:attons which lead 
< ·.: .to. the solution of the ultimate strength capacity of a given joint will I 
• I ,-.. 
not be .described' in detail in this report, but are discussed at length 
J 
by Fisher and Rumpf.Cl) 
• 
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2.2 Joint Proportioning 
_,~ ) • ..r,:--'- • 
In referring to the joints analyzed and reported herein, the 
-
inne; plates. are called the _main pl-ates .. -(MJ?), and·· the outer p_! __ ates,.the 
lap plates (LP). The material with the lowe-st···yield point in the hybrid 
. joints was ~elected a~~the base material, and for computation purposes 
was considered to be~ain plate. Thus in a hybrid joint A36-A440 
.steel combination;- the A36 steel was the main plate, and also the base 
material. The hybrid joints were pto!ortioned so the compon'ents (the 
main. and lap plates) resisted the same ·allowable load. The width of 
J. the components of the joints was maintained constant. Since different 
uield point steels were used in hybrid joints, t.his resulted in~ ~ 
different thicknesses of connected steel. Also, necessarii_y it follows 
-
that the net areas for the main and la·p plates will differr. 
. Fo;r each hybrid joint analyzed, ·a joint length was chosen 
·-·. (with a given number of fasteners and shear area) and a. i-fiitial A / A 
n s 
• 
ratio was selected for the base ma:t.er-ial. Each plate component and the-
bolts resisted the same load. Hence 
where: 
,.,• 
,!. 
t 
~I 
; 
F: A. = A MP • F MP = A LP • F. 1.p· 
a. ,:v···s n -a n 
-~ 
F - allowable bolt stre·ss. -
V 
. 
allowable F - plate stre:s:s· -
a 
A - net plate area 
n 
.·A ·- total bolt shear· a~ea s 
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Since a· ratio of A /A was ;selected along with the number of -n s 
_ 
fasteners, the net areas of the main and lap plates were given·by 
--=----______:.---------- A MP = 
~n -
F A------------- -
-V _ S 
F MP (5) 
. . 
-
--------- ---- ---- . 
a 
;• -
~. and ,. ... 
..... -: 
t 
A LP= 
n 
. 
F MP • A MP 
a c,.- n 
F LP 
a 
• J 
.·2. 3 Ultimate Strength of Hybrid Connections 
, 
(6) 
Previous studies have demon·strated the :~f:feets ·of: j.oi·nt length 
and ·geometric proportions (as defined ·by t-h·e- ,A
0
l~s rati-o) on the ultimate 
strength and behavior of homoge~eous steei" j·oints. (7) As jo1nt length.. .• 
,r 
is increased these studies showed that the average shear strengths of . " .. ":,, 
~ the fasteners was decreased. Changes in the joint geometry as described 
by the ratio of the net plate area to the bolt shear area (A /A) also n s • 
affected the load distribution and tiltimate strength of the joints. As 
. ' this ratio is decreased for a given joint length~ the. c6nnected matetial 
has greater flexibility. This also caused a decrease ,in. the average 
shear strength of the fasteners. ~ ·These effects were noted for both 
·A325 and A490 high strength bolts . 
• 
\ 
' This section evaluates the influence of these parameter~ on 
. 
. 
.t·he ultimate stre·ngth of hybrid joints. 
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2.3.1 Joint Length 
.-~-
1: 
A comparison between the homogeneous joints of· A36 - -----~-. 
made in Fig. 1. The joints were proportioned for an allowable·· 
bolt stress of 33 ksi. This carresp_onds t_o an An/ A
8 
ratio of 
1.50 for the A36 steel and 1.10 for the A440 steel. Homo-
geneous ·A440 and A36 steel joints were ·examined for the same 
A /A ratio was used in the hybrid joints. The value of the n s 
average shear strength of the fasteners at failure are plotted 
for the various joints. Also shown in Fig-. 1 is the shear 
strength of a single bolt. 
.. 
~. 
It is apparent th~t as the joint length. is increased, 
the .. average shear· st:ress· -for both the homogeneous and hybrid 
joints decreased. The figure shows that the behavior of the 
.~ybr-id joint was bounded on either s~de by one of the homo-
.. · geneous joint curves. As·was noted in pfevipus studies, the 
.• > 
. milder steel joints 
' 
were able to effect a better distribution. 
' . 
. ·. ·) . 
- -- -- -
of lo~d and yielded greater joint strengths th•n ·the. higher 
I 
. .;.... 
strength steel joints. 
behavior of the lower 
The ~ybrid joint parallel.s closely the 
,. 
h connected material. 
' 
In_'Fig .. 2, h.ybrid joints .with the A36. steel having an 
,_. 
A /A" ratio af 1.10 are compared -to the behavior of homogeneous n s - ~ 
A36 steel joints of the same ratio. The A440 steel components 
--
bad a co:rrespond-ing· A / ~ ratio of O. 85. These curves - - -
. -- ; .· n s '"" _, 
t ' ' • • fl r . 
-=--- . 
--d>-
. -~ .. r 
. . - 1. 
\ 
·.I 
•J 
.. 
1 
1 ....... 
• ... :-..· 
I 
1:" - - - ... 
1 -
.-10 
c~rrespend to the allowable bolt shear stress of 24 ksi. Since 
,-;e An/As ratio is decreased, the jo~ts are more flexible~for 
a corresponding number of fasteners in a line· (length of join&). 
The influence of this increased flexibility can visibly be 
seen b-y-comparing the resu_lts __ of ... Figs. 1 and· 2. 
Figure 2 shows~ behavior similar to Fig. 1. As the 
l 
joint length is increased in the hybrid joints the average shear 
• 
strength detreases. t The behavior of hybrid joints is ne·arly 
,--;._ 
... 
the same as the homogeneous A440 steel joints for the allowable 
shear stress illustrated:·· -The major difference in the behavior 
of the hybrid steel joints for the allowable bolt shear shown is 
the le~gth at which bolt f·a.ilure controls. For these geometric 
proportions, an increase= in joint length is accomplished by a 
,. 
r_apid decrease in the average shear strength of _both A36 and A440 
-
homogeneous steel joints:. ln the hybrid joints, sufficient 
.. 
redistribution was able to take place so that plate failure occ~rred 
rather than fastener taiiure out to joint lengths of abput 50 inches • 
. ) ·,• ·• 
At ·that_ point the faste·ner failure ~ode became the critical one and 
I 
the behavior of the hybrid ste·e1 joint was nearly identical_ to. the. 
homogeneous.A440 steel joints. 
The combin·ation of A36 steel with the higher strength 
• 
A514 steel is 'illustrated in Fig. 3. With the increase in 
strength of the higher strength_steel in the hybrid joint, it 
is apparent. from· Eqii'atfon -6 that a substantial change in the 
"' 
,-
---- -----Q.et are.a.--of __ l~p plate results. The A36 ste __ el was proportioned 
' 
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for· an A /A ratio of 1.70 in the joints slllTJIDarized in Fig. 3. 
n s 
The corresponding ratio for the A514 steel was 0.60. Fig. 3 
illustrat.es that there was some difference in the behavior of 
- - ----- -~-· 
homogeneous AS14 steel joints and the hybrid joints. The 
difference in average shear stress values does-not exceed 5% 
however. This d1fference occurs because of the great difference 
in strengths of the_ steels being fastened. T9is results in 
greater differential deformations than found in previous 
~ homogeneous joints. ·Plate failure in the hybrid joint 
controlled out to 56: inches. In homogeneous A514 steel joints 
. ·---~ 
•- -
very little in.~lastic deformation occurs so that the redistri- ,,/ 
' '· 
bution of load among the fasteners is good. As a result plate 
~ I 
fail\ire would. Qcc_tir up to· joint length of abou~ 100 inct(es. 
B'olt failures commenced earlier in the A36-A514 steel. 
combinat_i.ons than in the homogeneous A514 steel joints. This. 
, 
was not the .. case when we con.sidered A36-A440 steel h_ybri(l 
joints·. (Fig. 2). In the A36-A440 steel joint~, ·there is 
. ) 
better redistribution in hybrid .Joints 'than. in the homogeneous 
Pla_te failure controlled for a greater 
joint -length in the hybrid joint than the homogeneous joins. 
This apparent contradiction of ~ybrid joint behavior will be 
discussed in detail fater in the report. , 
. . ' . ·~· . 
~---.· .. :-,:..-, ., 
l . ' 
·T·he third combination of steels· studied connected by 
... ,_. 
,.. -. 
A325 bolts was the A440-AS14 steel combination. In Figure 4, 
the ultimate strength eurv_e of homogeneous joints of A440 
~ 
cti : ·'·steel is ~ompared. to the ·ult·imate strength of hybr-id ·joints • 
.; !.., . 
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The A /A- ratio was 1.50 for the A440 steel and 0.70 for the n s 
A514 steel. The comparison indicates that at these relatively 
rigid plate_conditions very .J,ittle decrease in shear strength 
resulted. As with the A36--A440 steel combination, the hy~rid 
; 
-
, joints were bounded by the homogeneous joint curve. 
,,. 
. B. A490 Bolts 
.. 
Similar analysis were made on hybrid steel joints 
l 
. 
fastened by A490 high strength bolts. (B) Since the bolts are 
primarily for }!Se in high strength steels, only _the A440-A514 
steel hybrid joints were evaluated. The hybrid joints of 
A440-A514 steels are compared with homoge~eous joints of A440 
steel and A514 steel fastened with A490 bolts in Figs. 5 and 6. 
Th_e comparisons are for two A /A ratios. For the A440 steel, n $; 
- -
Aril~s .• ratios of 1.50 and 1.27 were selected. The corresponding-
A /A. ratio for the A514 steel are 0.70 and 0.60. n· s 
As the joint lertgth was incr¢a~ed~ the average shear . 
._ 
strength in both hybrid and homogene·ous joints decreased. This . r 
is the same behavior found in the A325 bolt for the same 
c-oin.bination of steels. Aga~n_.-there is no reduction in shear 
.. ·-· 
,. 
:strength for the hybrid joint when compared to the controlling 
homogeneous joints·. Most homogeneous A514 steel joints as 
well as the hybrid joints failed in the plate. Only for 
-I 
extremely· _long joints did bolt failure become the contro·lling 
factor. Thµs it is concluded th.at the manner in which the plate 
~-_,,,.--, 
failure bounda~hifts · is priwatily dependent upon the materials 
. . 
f-astene<;l ~ 
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2.3~2 Joint Geometry (A /A Ratio) 
n s 
, 
r 
. It: has been theoretically predicted a·nd verifieq experi-
me·n.tally for homogeneous Joints that as the A fA--- ra-t-io fo1;_a joint 
. --· - n - s 
\ 
'\.-- ~ ' 
is incieased for any given joint length, the average shear strength·:· 
" ·· also i~~reases. (7 ,-S) This is the behavior with either A325 or A490 
/bolts. Similar behavior was expected in the hybri·d joints. 
Figure 7. shows the results o.f a.nalytical studies of 
. . 
A36-A440 steel hybrid joints fastened by A325 bolts. An increase 
in the A /A ratio corresponds to an. increase in the net tedsile n s · 
~__// 
For this combination, ar-~a relative to the 'fast·ener shear area. 
'.' 
£,our different A / A ratios were investigated and are illustrat·ed 
n s 
' . in ·the figure. Th~.shear strength of a single bolt is also shown 
.tor comparative purposes. Also indicated is the plate failure 
ootindary for the hybrid com.binations. When the A /A ratio wAs 
n s 
., 1. 
decreased for a giv~n. j oiilt length, the. a.ver·age· :she.ar str.ength was 
' decreased. l 
·;.-. 
The results of studies of the A3'6-A514 hyb.t.:id Jp.i_nt_s are· 
... 
shown in Fig. 8. Two An/As rat.ios w:_:e compar~d, 1.70 to 1.64. It 
' is apparent that. bolt failure: o·nly occurs at considerable joint 
length. . Becau:se: :o·f :the: targe. di~.f erences---,-in tensile strength and 
yi,eld poj.nt, the A36 ste·el plat~ is consid::etably .sti'ff.er be_yond 
·' 
yield. Also, the inelasti'i defo·rm:ati-c>ns in. the __ A514 steel are 
, ,. 
small since yielding only occurs near the net section.· Because of 
I) \ 
~---- . 
·these,factors better redistribution occurs for the shorter joints 
)Ind the bolts -are ·rtcft- critical.\ 
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Four ratios of A /A were investigated for A440-A514 steel 
n s 
joints fastened with A325 bolts. The ·results of this study are 
-c • -
illus~rated in Fig. 9. The same general behavior was observed that 
~ ~ -----~-----r-=-----
-- --- -~----~ __ was apparent in the A36-A440 steel hybr!~ j-oints. As the A0 /A 5 't~-1;~~0 __ _ l 
- was d~creased for a given joint lengt6, the average shear strength 
was decreased .. This agreed with the behavior of homogeneous joints 
connected by A325.bolts. 
joints 
Figure 10 summarized the :results A440:.-A5_14- st:e·e.1 -hybr·i.d: 
t 
fastened by A490 bolts at A /A ratios of 1.50.to 1.27. The 
. . n s 
.) 
behavior is similar., to A36-A514 hybrid joints fa·ste1ned with A325 
bolts. Bolt failure did not occur until a· )._arge number of· bolt_s: 
~ .. 
were. it1_ ltn·e. This was due to the dl:fferertce: in strengths of steels, 
.. 
a·nd in the resulting deformation·~ in the joint. Plate failure 
cont\°ls over a larger joint length than in similar homogeneous. 
joints. 
2.4 Load ·Distribution in Hyb_rid Joints 
To help evaluate the behavior o::f \lyb_:i:·-id_: c.-ortrte_ctions, it i_·s 
of i6terest to examine the distribution. of lo~d to the individual 
iasteners in the joint. Figures 11 t~ 16 s1~marize the distribution of 
lo·ad t_o the fasteners in homogeneous and hybrid joints h·aving from 15 .to 
----31 bolts in a line . Each figure compares· the load _ distribution of the· 
. 
hybrid joint with the distributions of homogeneous· joints having 
similar ·geometric.prqportions. Figures 11 to 15 show the distribution 
for· ~A325 bolts and Fig. 16 shows the distribution for joints connected 
. by A490 bolts. 
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In Fig. 11, the load distributions of the A36-A440 hybr(d joint 
and the homoge~eous joints of A36 steel ·and A440 steel with fifteen A325 
bolts. in a line are compared .. The A36 st-eel had an A /A ratio of 1.50, -
n s _ _ . 
-
and the A440 steel 1.10. This corresponds to a bolt she_~_~ __ _§tres~_Qf 
33 ksi. In Fig. 7, this corresponds to a -point on the A /A = 1~50-
.. n s 
curve at a joint length of 49 inches. The height of each bar in Fig. 11 
represents the force carried by the bolt in that location~- The homo-
geneous A36 steel joint is represented by the t~p of the hatc,hed bars, 
.... 
I 
the hybrid joint by a heavy line in each bar, ~nd the homogeneous A440 
.. 
steel joint by the top of the clear ,.bars .• 
It is apparent from Fig. 11 that the hybr'.id joi6tdistribution 
-
agrees more c l_Q~Jtly_ with__ the values obtained for. the homQgeneous A36 
steel joint than the homogeneous A440 steel joint'. Both the ~rid 
and A36 steel joints have effected a much better load distribution in 
-
the bolts than in the· A440 steel joint. This occurs because gr·eater 
stiffness of the A36 steel plate provide-better redistribution among the 
fasteners. The A36 steel allows the bolts to gistribute.the"load·'·more 
effectively bec·ause inelastic deformations occur in the bolts whil_e 
the pl_ate ~aterial is still elastic and _relatively rigid. In the i\440 
-
steel material, inelastic deformations occur nearly simultaneously in 
the plate material and end fasteners •. The inelastic plate deformations 
in the A440 steel causes the end fastene.rs to pick up load at a. faster 
-
rate than the interior fasteners. ~ Thus the end fastener will fail 
. -
before the interior bolts have an opportunity t:o redistribute the load 
as efficiently. 
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Observe the load distribution in each joint in Fig. 11. In 
. -..___ 
the case of either of the homogeneous joints, the load is distributed 
symmetrically about the center of the joint. However, in the hybrid ~ 
joint, the end--fastener on the end of the joint having the maximum load 
in the higher strength plate has reached· ultimate while .. the end fastener 
at the opposi~e end is below its ul(imate capacity. This occurs because 
the plate deformations are smaller. Also it is apparent the bolt forces 
... • 
are not symmetrical about the center of the hybrid joint. This assymmet- .-A 
rical behavior will be predominate in the figures for hybrid joints. The 
\ 
reason for this behavior lies in the compatibility of the strain in a ~ 
- . joint. Previously, in .a homogeneous joint of o~ mat'erial, deformations 
in the main plate were comparable to deformations in the lap plat.es. This 
is not the case when two-. different steel.a ate connected. .This departure 
·f'.rom· a symmetrical load distribution in hyl:rtid j:ofn.ts :w.ill be discussed __, 
later in the repor~; 
A qualit:ative eva1uat.ion of .what happens when the A /A ratio n s 
---·'··-~ ' ..... 
is decreased can be mad.e· by comparing Figures 11 and 12. In Fig. 12 
. . 
the load distributi.on. of A36-A440 st€el. hybrid j o~nt · with 15 bolts in. 
-line and A /A ratio.:s ·.o:f 1.25 for A36 steel and 0.90 for A440 steel is n s · ··· 
.. 
illustrated. It ·ts' :~:vi.dent when comparing the distributions shown in 
Figs. 11 and 12 that the hybrid_ joint with the large A I A. ratios has n s . 
a better distribution of load among the fasteners. The bolts in the 
--
more flexible joint (Fig. 12) have greater variation as compared to the 
- . 
slight curve for the greater A /A ratios (Fig. 11). This was the 
- n s 
expected behavior. As· th~ A
0
/As ratio is decreas~~, the plate "i 
material becomes more flexible with respect to the fasteners, and the 
·, ;.. 
·1,. r ."' 
., 
.... 
. 
; .. 
' . 
.. 
/ 
-I 
j 
V o 
end fasteners will fail sooner because of the differentia-1. deformation. 
As th·e· A./A ratio.is decreased,. the relative differential deformations 
_ n s · . 
,_ 
are more uniform throughout the joint and the bolt forces will be1 
-17 
relatively uniform. -As the A /A ratio was decreased from 1.50 to 1.25, 
n s 
----- -
-- -·· th_e aver age shear strength decreased from 65 ksi- to 5 7. 0 ksi and the 
\.. 
ultimate joint load decreased from 1-175 kips to 1030 kips, respectively . 
. 
The non-symmetrical load distribution in the hybrid Joint.is 
<p 
more apparent for the lower A /A ratio. The interior fasteners are 
n . S·. 
maintaining approximately the same load. However, the end fasteners on 
the right side of the joint are at greater loads than the fasteners on 
the left side. This d~parture from a symmetrical load distribution as 
previously experienced in homogeneous joints becomes more apparent at 
greater joint lengths. 
- ' The l~oad partition in a hybrid A36-A440 steel joint which 
A /A rat-ios of 1.50 for A36 steel and 1.10 for A440 steel and 25 bolts· in n s · · 
line. is shown in Fig. 13. ·The' load dfstribution of ~he homogeneous A36 
. -.J~-~ _steel· joint is shown by the, top o.f t:he .cross-hatched~ bars,_ t\he hybrid 
~ . 
steel joint is. represented by a hr=·avy solid line, and the hom,ogeneous 
• ..tJ_ J 
A440 steel jt>.int is .i.llustr·ated ·b.y the .c·lear bars. 
-
-
The A /A ratios sre 
n s 
identical t:C>. th·,ose used fot th~, :shorte'r joint snmmari:zed in Fig. 11. 
--- ·- - -- ·------- -- - -- ·- .. - --- --- -( A comparison .can ·be made between Figs. 11 and 13 to determine 
the effect ·of increasing joint length. Figure 11, the· hybrid joi.nt 
with 15 bolts in line had an average shear strength of 65 ksi. When the 
h_ybrid joint length was increased to' ·25 bolts in line, the aver age 
~ 
shear streng~h ·dropped to 62 ks-i-. It is apparent that a moire' complete 
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redistribution of load occurs in the shorter joint. When compari~g 
.. 
-
the two hy~rid joints, i"t is evtd_ent the interior fasteners of the 
----------t·--
longer joint take less load than previously shown in the shorter joint. 
-- -- ------------ ---
-
Also, the interior bolts of the long joint are- seen to be carryi._ng_ _ 
approximately the same load. This is true because in the interior of 
. ~ 
-
the long joint both plates carry about the same load and elongate about 
the same amount. Hence the differential strains are smaller ave~ a 
greater length than in a short joint. The 25 bolt joi.nt carried more 
... 
' load, 1875 kips, as compared to 1175 kips for 15 bolts in line. The · 
greater ultimate loid capacity is _directly proportional to the increased 
number. of bolts in the line. 
Figure 14 summarizes the .. distribution in A36 and A514 homo-
geneous steel joints and in a hybrid joint with _29 bolts in line. The 
..• 
comparisons ~re, for An/As ratio~pf. 1 • .70 for ._the A36 steel and 0.60 for 
·• 
A514 steel. The A36 steel jein-t is represented by the. top of the hatched 
~ 
bars and the A514 steel joint by the top of the clear· bars ... The hybrid 
joint is shown by the heavy solid line in each bar. 
' ' 
It is apparent that the differential strains in the hybrid 
Joint are· greater and that redistribution is not as effective as it was 
for the homogeneous joints. Greatly affecting-~ the redistribution is the 
-
-~hear deformation capacity. of the bolt. The ultimate deformation capacity 
. " 
of ··th·e··A325 bolt is about the same in A514 steel .jo:ints .. as it is in hybrid 
A36-A514 steel joints. · T~e critical end of the joint .is the one with 
I 
. . 
-·th·e -highest--load in t~e more flexible material where a more· rapid fall 
off in load occurs. At the .more ~;tgid end of the joi'nt, -the de.formation 
. ~ 
I 
in .the two 1'}aterials are more· nearly the same and the load partit.ion- is . 
. . -~ -~ -....:... ., 
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more uniform. Plate failure c.ontrolled the ultimate strength over a 
.. 
much~·greater· range of joint length and· A /A ratios. 
n s 
• 
. ) 
The hybrid connection which features the two higher strength 
--=~----- --
steels, A440-A514, is summarized in Figure 15, with a joint length -of-
29 bolts in line. The A440 ~teel in .. lhe hybrid joiQ.t -and the homogeneol}s 
_. 
·A440 steel joint both have a A /A ·ratio of 1.50. 
n s 
The A514 steel in both 
~· 
' 
. 
. the hybrid and homogeneous joint was proportioned for an A / A ratio of 
n s 
f f 0.6d. The hybrid .joint is represented ··by a heavy solid line, and the 
/) 
homogeneous A514 steel }Dint is shown by the top of _the hatched bars. 
i., 
.. 
The N+40 steel- joint is represented by the t9p of the clear bars. The 
non-symmetrical load distribution is again evident in the- hybrid joint .. 
'-The, hybrid joint carried approximately· 5% lower load than the A514 
" -':. ·, . 
. 
steel joint .and 3% lower load than the A440 steel join\. The d'if f erence. 
. ( 
in plate strengths, a\d in resulting deformations, accounts for the 
lower ultimate loap. capacity,. A-s was. noted earlier, ve__ry little 
inel-a~~ic deformation occur:s in the.- A514 steel so that better r-edistr-
:bution results. 
-. 
It is of intere~t to compare the hybrid- joint load distrt--
butions shown in Fig. 14 and 15. The AS 14 steel in both joints. was-
---c-~-------pr-o-portioried so that the A / A ratio was ·O. 60. When the two ~igµ __ 
n s 
strength steels were combined, somewhat better redistribution' occurred. 
The difference in averJ3ge ·shear strength f·or the A36-A514 hybrid and 
If# 
A440-A514 hybrid was ._not as gr·.e·at, a·s the l~ad di~tribution; 64.5 ksi 
·and 66.5 ksi, re~pectively • . I . 
.. ~i.. 
-
~---... 
The basic behavior of the A490 bolt with the combination of 
~ - _,.. ·-
I• ,,._ 
l 
. A440 and A514 steels· ·has been discQ.ssed. It will be from tlie standpoint .. 
··',, . 
• 
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' 
of comple·teness to graphically demonstrate the load distribution behavior 
for A490 bolts. In Figure 16, the hybrid A440-A514 joint, and the homo-
_____ g_eneous A514 and A440 steel joints at A /A ratio of 0.70 and 1.50, 
.n s -~-- -- • 
respectively, are summarized. 
. 
' 
The ordinate in_F~gure 16 has been 
I • ~ ... _.__, _______ _ 
magnified to clarify the load distribution in the various joints. Each 
joint consisted ··or .. 3} bolts in- line. The hybrid joint is represented 
-
by _a heavy dashed line in each bar, the A440 steel joint is shown as the 
heavy solid line in each bar, and the A514 steel joint is shown by the 
light line. The A514 steel joint has a deep U-shaped symmetrical load 
distribution. The non-symmetrical load distribution in the hybrid joint 
•• 
•• 
is very evident. Although the load. distributions differed, greatly, the 
• • 
loads carried by the various steel joints were within 0.5% .. The A514 
steel joint carried 2935 kips, the A440 steel joint 2910 k~ps, and the 
r 
hybrid joint 2930 kips .•. 
2.5 Deformation Characteristics of Hybrid Bolted Joints 
It is of interest to examine in greater detail the re.asons for 
the shif_t_ing Of the plate failure boundary in hybrid_ joints-. In som~ . 
, : 
homogeneous joints having-similar geo~etric properties (An/ As) a-s hybrid 
_joints, bolt failure was observed to commence at shorter lengths as 
'illustrated in Fig. 2. In the homogeneous A514 steel joints illustrated 
in Fig. 3, bolt failure commenced at longer joint lengths ihan in hybrid 
joints. It is: of interest to exami:ne this behavior in greater detai:-1. 
An examination o!. the displacements in joints is helpful in evaluating 
this observed behavior. 
---------
As~ illustrated in Fig •. 17, a compa~ibility, ·of deformations 
• I • 
exists between adjacent fasteners·_ in a joint. A detailed discussion 
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. \ ---,.-
involving the compatibilfty of deformation is found-in Reference 1. As 
the load is applied, the main plates will elongate an amot,mt eMP, and 
- · - LP 
the lap plates a different amount e • The deformation of the bolts,~' 
includes the effects of shear, bend.ing of the bolt, and bearing of the s 
bolt·- against the plates. The distance between adjacent fasteners. gives 
the following compatibility equation: 
(7) 
-
Where: 
~1 - deformation of ·the bolt 
• position 1- !~ 
- 1n 
'~2 deformati'on of the bolt 
• position 2 = 1n 
pitch • l.. p --
! ..... 
' d ·- diameter - ~:. 
LP 
.. ~ . := 
~p 
e 
elongation of the lap plate 
- . - ~~ 
.... _._ 
= elongation of the main plate 
or, upon simplifying terms, 
. • I 
LP MP 6 2 + e = ~l + e 
. ,· 
{8) 
... ~ " I 
The disp~acement resulting .. in the ·f·a.st,erier ad'j·ac:ent ·to the 
.., '1>\ 
critic.al end fastener would be 
.ll 
~ ..•. 
{9) 
------.:., 
------------Since the factor of safety against yield is the sane regardless 
....... 
of the type of steel, the components iill yield simul~.aneously .. The 
'. critical location in a hybrid joint wil~ b·e found at the end adjacent; 
·· - to_. tµe higher. s-t-rength steel member.· .The higher strength-material has 
.... -·-· 
·---
.. :., . 
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-~ __ -, .. 
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~ been designated as the lap plates of a hybrid joint. The ultimate loads 
.. 
~n the main· and lap plates are gi:v~.n by: <· 
---p-MP = F- M_~ . 
u . ult---
, 
_ p LP = 
\1 
F LP 
ult · 
A MP A.MP ______ _ 
-= a n- n -
A LP 
n 
where; Fult ·=--tilt.imate tensile· ~-gth 
-
s·ub.sti tu ting for A LP from Equation 
n 
I:\, 
p L-P = F LP FaMP A MP= eA MP 
ult • • u LP n n Fa 
(10) 
-(11) 
<" 
6· 
' 
L. 
; . (12) 
b • 
.• , __/ Upon substituting appropriate valQes into e-quatlons 10 and 12, 
. l 
w.{t will be found that ·the ~ap plates (the higher strength material) controls 
the ultimate load, since~ is always less than~. At the plate failure 
boundary, simultaneous failure will occur in the fasteners and the plate.' 
The location of the critical fastener is at the same end as the critical_ 
,_,. 
.. \ plate material. 
In the A36-A440 hybrid steel joints show.n in Fig. 2, the AAliO 
' 
steel would control the ultimate load when plate failure occurs._ An 
examination of the deformation charac~eristics of t,bep'ompon~nts ·,.ot the 
. - v . ~---
hybrid .joint is useful when assessing the behavior. Fig. 18 depicts 
schematically the load-deformation characteristics of A36 and A440 steel 
,_ 
.. 
plate between.adjacent fasteners. At the plate failure boundary, the 
- ... 
-maximum load in the A440 s_teel lap plate would be reached at a deform~tion 
·1p 
of e . 
___ .max 
--
----,' .................. _,.· 
-
The m-aximum load in the adjacen~ A36 steel- main plate in the 
•· 
•. 
.~.· 
:-
? 
. ~... . .. 
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first pitch would be the load corresponding to the ultimate strength ~f 
a single bolt. Hence the main plate would be elastic,'~and the lap plate 
in the inelastic range. The elastic deformation in the.A36 steel would 
t--_______ __,b~e l_g_s_s __ t_ban.~_the deformation that occur_s in the homogeneous- joints 
,-.' 
. , 
/ 
. -
' -
because of the greater area of the A36 steel plate. In addition to the 
-
differences in plate deformation, the deformation capaci.ty of the fasten-
ers is also critical •. In homogeneous A440 ~teel joints, the ultimate bolt 
deformation is 0.183 inches. In the A36-A440 steel hybrid joints, it 
i~creased to 0.245 inches. Rene~~ both the greater stiffn-ss of the 
..., 
-
connected material and the increased defQrmation capacity of the fastener 
' . 
allow a ~ore favorable redistribution in Qybrid joints ·of A36-A440·steel. 
Because of this, f asteiter failure i_s -not ·critical at the shor_ter length~ 
as it was with the homogeneous joints •. ·Refe~ng back to Equation 9; __ i_t _____ ·- · -
is clear that with the greater ultimate bolt deformation, the .. interior 
bolts will deform more than they would have in the Qomogeneous joints. 
At the main plate end of the ··_joint,. the. deformations in the -
!-e.nd bolts are found by: 
~tl-1 
.. 
1p· 
- e . 
(13) 
l 
,. 
.. 
.·Referring to Fig. 18, eMP in the A36 steel ... _f.or the hybrid joint is 
) 
----
consider .... g.b ly less than it wou.ld"·have been in a homogeneous A/+40 steel 
"-joint. _B..ecause of -this great difference, the first several bolts at 
t~e main plate end will be deforming a1p_pro~imately the same,- and hence 
carry similar loads. This was apparent in the load.distribution 
. s1unmarized in Figs. 11 to 13. · The end bolt itself, will riot achieve 
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ultimate load as was the case in a homogeneous joint. --This non-
symmetrical load deformation was observed througho-ut the investigation 
as illustrated in Figs. 11 to 16. 
--- --- - -- -----
.. ---
The ultimate deformation of the bolts-was nearly the same in 
the homogeneous A514 steel joint as it was in the A36-A514 hybrid joint. 
~ It decreased only slightly, from 0.1695 inches for the homogeneous, to 
' 0.1669 inches for the hybrid. Illustrated sch~atically.in Fig. 19 is 
the load deformation behavior of the steel plate for the A36-A514 hybrid 
~ j~int. The area of the ~a~n plate (A36 steel) of the hybrid joint was 
much greater than that of the homogeneous A514 steel joint. Although 
the main plate area did increase with a resulting increase in plate 
I':'. ' . • ' 
,, 
-~. - st~ffness, better redistribution.was not obtained as experienced in the 
A36-A440 combination.· This was due' primarily to the little change in the 
\. . 
deformation capacity of the fa·stener. With the small~.r ~ult and the 
resulting decreases in eM~, the. subsequent bolt deforma1;_ions and hence 
1>.olt forces will be less than obtained in a homogeneous joint. ·in .the· 
A36-A514· hybrid joints, bolt: fa . i.lures starte_d ·.to control at joint 
lengths that were interme.dlate between .the A36 steel and the AS.14 st-eel .•. 
. ' -This -behavior was ~oted in hybrid joints with AS 14 steel :a_s .on.~ :of the 
' . 
. 
components. Thus the shifting· of the plate failure bound._ary .. is chiefly 
dependent upon the materials being connected and the ·changin:g deformation 
capacity of the fastener. 
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--- 3 • c_o M P A R I S O N S 0 F 
/ 
ALLOWABLE B O L~- S T R E S S E S 
• 
3.1 Introduction 
.. 
Current design.philosophy has drawn extensively on the concept 
- of "balanced design." This cpncept is based on the _precept that at the 
ultimate load of a joint the- strength of the fastener should be equal to 
the strength of the connected material. Historically, a factor of 
safety has then been applied to the plate and fasteners in compact 
,., 
.. joints. It has been demonstrated, ·howeve:r, that by applying the same 
factor of safety against ultimate to the 
different allowable str;~'"ses wi 11 ·result 
.. 
bdlts and.pl~te material, 
for different materials. ( 2) 
... 
.... 
·~ 
This study showed that it was unreasonable to vary the allowable stre,s.s-es 
\· 
for the same bolt wh·en it connected_ dif_f_e.r_e_nt ___ materials . 
Also, due tp: the redistribution of load among fasteners, a 
. . ~-
V··a:ri at-ion in factor 0£ safety' was· found to ac.company_ a change in joint 
length. An increase in the A / A ·rati"o was observed to decre.ase the 
. . . n s I 
observed variation because better redistribution of the fastener forces 
cou·ld occur. A design criteria was ~uggested that attempted to minimize 
the variation in factor of safety.CZ) The study showed that this could 
be accomplished by estabM.s-hing the allowable stress of A325 bolts at -
about.30 ksi, and _for A490 bolts at· about 40 ksi. This sugg.ested 
• 
cb·ange was based on· analytical_ stu~j.~es of homogeneous A36 and A440 
-
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' ·_ . .,,, 
•l 
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_ __, 
steel joints and resulted in a minimum factor of safety about 2.0 for 
, 
A440 steel joints. In this section, hybrid joints are analyzed to 
. -......__, 
. 
ascertain the effect upon its minimum factor of safety when using the .. 
suggested allowable bolt stresses .• 
.... 
3.2 Variation in Factor of Safety 
It is of interest to examine the variation in the factor of 
/ 
safety of h_ybrid steel connnections. As- can be seen in Figures 20 to 
,, 
23,.the factor of safety I' va~ies with joint length. Figure 20 shows the 
~ 
variation of the factor of safety for the current ( 1966) allowable shear 
stress of 2'2 k_si 
-for A325 bolts. ( 9) The curves show the factor of safety 
againft shear failure in the bolt (taken as the ratio of the average 
shear strength divided by the allowable shear stress). The horizontal 
lines show the limiting factor of safety as governed by failure of the 
ipJa.te. 
Figure 20 shows that for. short homogeneous JO.t-'nts the factor of 
--'--·-=s)if.ety .. is· g·over'ned by plai:e--·fa'i-lure. The factor of saf·ety inherent in 
·,· the single bolt is 3.3. H~wever, the ·limiting factor is failur·e of the. 
connected plate. As previously noted, pl_ate f.ailu·r,e. controls to a 
greater length in hybrid joints than in homogeneous joints. For 
., . 
homog~_neous A36 a~d A440 steel joints, plate ·failure controlled out to 
joint lengths of 20 and- 28 inches, respectively. The factor of safety 
then· varies from a maximum gove.rned by the plate down to a minimum of 
about 2.00. It is apparent that the higher strength A440 steel joints 
have the smaller factor of safety at increasing joint length. The hybrid 
A36~A440 j~int i·s seen to accomodate better redistribution for longer 
. joint lerigt}:ls. As a. -r·e~ult, the plate failure ~ou.ndary has shifted· so 
. ~ - .~ -- - ---.--
;- .. 
' 
-
,. 
.. 
. o 
-,- --~---
... 
" 
• 
; 
I.· 
.. , 
, 
~ 
' f, . 
·that hybrid joints maint~in for longer joint lengths a uniform factor of . 
safety governed by failure of the higher strength A440 steel. This . ;, 
failure mode fer the A36-A440 hybrid controls up to a j_oint length of 
------- -~ 
. ,. , .... 
about 38 inches-. 1-n the h-yb.ti.d-A3-6---A440 joint -the plate thickness 
- . 
required for the A440 steel was less than 3/4 inches. Thicknesses 
greater than 3/4 inches were commonly e~countered in the homog.eneous 
. \..._ 
A440 steel joints. This resulted in the yield point and tens_ile strength 
of the A440 steel plate being greater in the hybrid joints than-in the 
homogeneous "joints. 
The variation in the factor of safety against failure in any 
of the joints plotted-in Figure 20 is of importance. It indic~tes the 
extent to which the :material is bei-ng utilized efficiently. These vari-
-- ... :.. _. J . 
ations wi 11 be calc.ulated .£-or _t_he s·ingle bolt, ·the homogeneous joints, 
.' I 
.ll, 
-~- a·nd the· hybrid joints-.. :·For··the. fi:1tst hyb-rid combination A36-A440 steel, 
) 
-~·t_,-F:v = 22 ksi, th~ s-ingle bolt factor of safety is 3.40. The factor 
·of: sa.fe.ty· again-st pla_te failure f.or the A36 steel homogeneous joint 
-.was·--2.9~5~, arid-·the n,iinimum against bolt failure was 2015.. The fac_tor· o,f_ . 
. I . ·"' 
:_Safety for the h.~mogeneous A440 stee.1 joints ranged from 2.35 to 2.00. 
-~, the factor of safe-ty varied from 2 .. 40 to 2. 25 for the hybrid A36-A440 
steel joints. The factor of safety curve for the A36-A440 steel hybrid 
joints li·es between, the two homogeneous joint,s as expected. 
! 
The f~ctor of safety-vs-joint length is also plotted in Fig. 20 
.• .c 
for hybrid A36-A514 steel joints and· the hybrid A440-A514 steel Joints . 
They are both identic~l to the homogeneous A514 steel curve, a hori-
zontal dashed line. Plate failure cont"rol.s the joint failure over the 
-
entire joint length shown. Thus· a constant factor of safety is·mairt-
- ..... / 
. . 
--,--
. - - . .,.. 
.. 
' 
- :: 
,, 
. --. 
~-----
- ,·.-. 
r 
---· -- . ---;------
. 'j. 
,, . ,. ·. 
l ,...:,. 
. • 
-. 
---- f 
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tained at l .. 92. This type of behavior is expected at the lower bolt 
stress of 22 ksi when using A514 steel, as explained i!l, .section 2.5 . 
-
The largest value obtained w~s 2. 95, an<!_the __ _smallest 1. 92. Thus it 
re-presents-an overall d-ifference of 34% • 
. , 
The effect of raisiq.g· ·.the· allowable shear stress of A325 -bolts 
. . -
' ~. 
·-. f- -
't.·o· 30 ~si is i'llustrated in Fig. 21·. 
~ ., , . 
., 
Upon comparison with Fig. 20, it 
, .... i 
·is quite apparent that the v~riation of the factor of safety for the 
joints investigated has ,been dramatically reduce·d as a result of incr6as-
ing the allowable bolt shear stress. At this higner bolt stress, plat~ 
failure controls the mode of failure over a shorter joint length than it 
did at 22 ksi. · Bolt failure controls over the entire joint length when 
\ 
the ··steel -mater_ial is A36 and: f'o:r Joint lengths greater than 14 inches 
~ 
when the jo1n·t material is f,..440 ·steel. Plate failure controls out to a 
Jo.t[lt length of 21 inches in ·the A36.:A440 hybrid joint.. The variation 
of factor 
d'ecreased 
!r . 
' 
, .. 
of 
to 
safety 
2.50. 
is abo reduced. Th1ingle bolt factor of safety 
:T.he factor of safety for the homogeneous· A36 steel 
. ·Ji'.>:i:nts~ranged fr-om ·2.40 for p-late failure to 2~.i>5 for the bolt failure.· 
In the. A440 steel joints it ranged from 2. 20 to 10 90, and for th·e hybr.id 
A36-A440 joints, it· va.ried· from 2.35 to 2.00. The percentage variation 
was 14.5%, 13.5%, .and 15%, respectively. 
The ~omoge_~eous AS.14 steel jofnts and the hybrid A36-A514:; 
. -----· 
joints were still controlled by plate fdilure over the joint lengths 
investigated. However, the A440-A514 hybrid combination fa'iled by 
. J - . 
. shearing of the bolts commencing at a joint length of 84 inches. Its 
~- - . 
factor of safety changed from 1.92 for plate failure to 1.80 for bolt 
-~ 
~-· -~ 
-
failure, a 6t v.ariation. The highest factor of safety obtained at 
.I 
.-·-
.~ ' ... 
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F = 30.ksi was 2.40, a·nd th.e lowest 1.80 at a joint length. of~120 / 
V ,1 
~·, 
inches. This represents a 25% overall variation in factor of·safety. 
Thus the-overall variationin factor of safety against 
't,,-
------ " 
fa~lure was reducecl from-34% ~o--25%, with the minimum value~ o_! _ 1.~. 
. 
. 
This was achieved while increasing the ·allowable bolt _str·ess by 36%. 
·-
The hybrid joints behaved similarly to the homogeneous j9ints at the two 
bolt stresses. 
Current specifications set the allowable bolt stress equal to 
32 ksi for the A490 bolt. ( 9~ As with the A325 bolt, this leads to-
inconsistent values in the factor of safety.<
2) In Fig. 22, a comparison 
;' 
bf factor of safe~ies is made between homogeneous joints of A440 steel 
and A514 steel and the hybrid A440-A514 joints. The· bolt shear stress 
}. 
t 
:Cllust'rated in 32 ksi. The strength of the A440-A514 J:}.yb.rid joints, as· 
. 
-
- - ---
-~ 
well as· the homogeneous A514 steel joints, is contro.lle:d b_y--p.late :failu.r·e •.. ·· ' 
---· --- - ---
-· --- -- ---
. 
This gave a constant factor of safety a:t :l.92. The values of the factor Q 
of safety for the single ,bolt was 2. 85. -For the homogeneous A440 steel 
joints, the values varied from 2.45 again.st plate failure to 1. 95 
. . 
against bolt failure. This gave a .20% variation in _the A440 steel joint.s.· 
The largest fac~or. of safety obtained w.as 2.85, and the smallest 1.92. 
This represents ·a 33% ·variation in factor :of s,afety~ 
j 
:.By :in~re·asing the allowable stress to 40 ksf ,. as .illustrated 
·i·n Fig. 23 ,'. the variation is again vi-sibly reduced. Th·e single ,bolt 
., 
factor of safety de~reased to 2.30. the A440 steel joint was controlled 
by bolt failure_ over- its entire joint length, with its factor ~afety_ 
. 
. 
-ranging from 2.30 for compact joi~ts to 1·.as 'for joints 120· inches long. 
•·•\• -
The homogeneous A514 steel ·joints had factor of safeties which varied 
,• 
l . . 
-
.·(· 
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, from--il.90 to 1. 85. The percent variation of factor of safety for the 
"' 
A440 steel joints was 19.5%, for the A514 steel .joints, 2%, and for the 
,r 
- hybrid joints, 2%. At the shear stress of 40 k--si, the highest factor of 
.... 
r~;.=-.-.. 
... 
......... 
· l 
' - ) 
safety ·obtained was -z-;-30, _and the lowest 1. 85, giving a 19% overall---- -~-~.,,;~___:_ __ , _____ _ 
---..,. 
variation. This resulted in a substantial reduction from the 33% 
variation obtained at the currently used shear stress of 32 ksi. This 
reduction in variation was accomplished by increasing the allowable bolt 
stress ·by 25%. The minimum factor of safety found was 1.85 at the shear 
s·tress of 40 ksi. 
:By raising the allowable bolt stress in both the A325 and A49.0 
,•·, I 
I 
bolts, the variations in factor of safety against failure was minimized. 
In both cases, the minimum factor of safety did not, change appreciably • 
. , ;.~ .. 1.~~ ~-t·n.i~um f act'Or of safety for A325 bolts. designed for 30 ksi occurred 
in A440-A514 steel hybrid joints and was 1.80. T·his compares with 1.92 
for the currently used allowable shear stres·s of 22 ksi. The minimum: 
factor o! safety for A490 bolts ·with a 40 ksi allowable bolt she·a·r: 
·, 
"1,., •• , 
.. -- -····· .. -·-···-·----·-·~-·---·------·--
, __ .....,_.. ________ - .....,,. __ --· --
, 
stress was 1.85 and occurred in hybrid A440..:A514 steel joints· and 
homogeneous A440 steel joints. This compared with .a minimum factor :o._f, • 
1.92 whenpthe~ allowable shear stress is 32 ksi. 
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The most important recommendation is to conduct experimental 
joint tests to_ verify the theoretical results which have been presented 
( 
in this report .. Ideally, it would b:e advantageous to establish the· --
. 
.. R 
plate failute boundary for each hybrid combination studies. If this 
I 
coincides with the behavior of the theoretical curves. it would indicate 
the assumptions made in the theoretical work are correct ... --~ Several joints 
cbuld easily b~ tested with interlocking variables to determine the 
effect J varying the Joint length and the A / A ratio of hybrid n s 
connections. 
... 
:)· 
"t.(. 
A reconnnendatio.n for further .theoretical st'udi(es would be to 
1 investigate the hybrid connections c·onnected by the .ASTM .AS02-Grade 2 
Rivets. This is an important aspec-.t:, for many bridge structures are-
-fastened by rivets. 
,. 
. .. 
-Two combinations: of steels, A36-A440, ·and A36-A514. -~te·Efls, 
. 
should in the .future be investigated theoretically when fastened by 
A490 bolts. Initially, it was thought the A490 bolt, due to its 
strength, would not be used with th~ milder A36 steel. However, it 
would perhaps be desirable to investigate these combinations for the 
completeness of the investigation. 
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5 • S Y---M-M- A R Y AND C O N C L U S I O N S 
·-· :- The fo.llowing conclusions summarize the behavior· of hybrid 
• 
Joints f ,{tened by A325 and A490 high strength bolts. These conclusions 
I 
are ba_sed upon the theoretical .analysis discussed in this report. 
1. The hybrid joints b·e~ed similarly to homogeneous joints. 
With an increase in joint length, a decr·ease was observed in· the average 
s ar __ strength. ·As the A /A ratio was decreased, the average. shear n s 
-
strength was also decreased . 
• •.· - _;:·_ '--. - -- ' ~:;_:-_---~- - --:.· -.. - -::.;.·· - . .:: -;;... - .; i'"' --
.. 2. The shear strength of A325 bolts in A36-A440 hybrid joints 
was equal to or greater thari obtained in homogeneous joints. The shear 
---····--·---······ -------· - --~------- -· ·- -·- -
stre~gth of the A325 bolt in hybr.id joints with AS~4 steel. as a component 
,I 
tJ 
w~t;e equal to,.or slightly less than in"_homogeneous joints. The reduction 
in shear strength was less than 5%. There was no reduction for the A490 
bolt in the A440-AS14 hybrid joints· studied. 
• 3 . 
r) 
lhe major. eff~ct observed fn the analytital studi~s was a 
\ 
' I 
-shifting of the location of the plate failure bo~ndary. The direction 
and amount of shift depends directly upon the connected materials and 
the changing deformatio11 capacity_ of the fastener. ·-..:.:.,,. 
·'-; 
4. Increasing the allowable bolt stress for the A325 and A490 
bolt had no adverse affect in hybrid joints·. The increases studied for 
• 
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the A325 bolt was from 22 ksi to 30 ksi; and for the A490 bolt, from 22 ksi \, 
/ 
to 40 ksi. In both cases-.., the_ variation in factor of safety against 
failure was substantially reduced with lfttle change in the minimum factor 
of safety. 
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TABLE 1 
-· 
MINIMUM STRENGTH PROPERTIES 
. 
-
~ Stee 1 Ultimate Yield Allowable 
---- --
·Material Stress Stress Stress 
-· ---· -----
(ksi) (ksi) _ (ksi) 
-A36 65 36 22 
A440: 
. /-
65 42 25 Type III 
' 
67 t, 46 27.5 Type II 
., t' 
' 
Type I 70 50 30 
A514 115 . . 100 60 
TABLE 2 
BOLT PARAMETERS 
Steel· Ultimate Ultimate 
,;., 
Combinations Load Deformation µ, A 
... 
' 
(kips) (inches) 
' 
•. 
. 
A325 Bolts 
A36-A36 90.27 .2580 18.0 1.000 
- I 
A440-A440 90.27 .1833 25.0 0.950 
A514-A514 90·.27 .1695 20.0 0.370 
A36-A440 90. 2 7 , .2456 10.0 0.356 
. 
.- .. 
A36-A514 90~27 .1.669 17.5 0.445 
A440-A514 90.27 .1625 23.5 0.562 
A490 Bolts ~ 
A440-A440 110.0 .2019 23. 0 o.4oo 
, 
A514-A514 110.0 .1400 25.0 o.4oo 
A440_-A514 110~0 .1830 25. 0 Oa 6,08 
.. 
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